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Foreword

1

As a responsible Utility, Tata Power aims to be a ‘neighbour of choice’ for its communities and prime
importance is given to their progress and development. Through constant engagement with its communities to
address their concerns with agility, effectiveness and partnership, Tata Power has achieved
synergies, creating an impetus for its further growth.
While the country may be witnessing new trends in terms of legislating CSR for enhancing
corporate role in nation building, Tata Power has a legacy of being a proactive partner and
believes that sustainable development of communities is a collective responsibility. Tata Power
engages with a broad spectrum of key stakeholders, communities, academic institutions and
Government bodies to promote collective responsibility in planning, implementation,
ownership and sustainability of the development initiatives across all business cycles.
There is an apex body involving members of the Board and Senior Leaders which provides a vision to the
company and locational leadership on periodic basis as part of institutional mechanism for monitoring and
feedback on social performance. Besides this, external audits and evaluation studies using Community
Satisfaction Index are undertaken. Strong Sustainability governance has been reinforced with a detailed
institutional arrangement including an independent Sustainability Advisory Committee (SAC) and Board
oversight.
Guided by the Founder’s Social Philosophy to give back to the society, independent studies and need based
assessment is done in all the areas of the company’s operations to understand the socio-economic conditions
of the neighborhood communities. There is a full-fledged function which oversees community development
initiatives across 14 locations of the company. Also, the employees have been regularly encouraged to
volunteer and devote time and skill for social development.
CGPL has executed a systematic strategy that has benefitted villages in Mundra and Mandvi taluka. The
Company has implemented a multi-dimensional community development programme, which focuses on
health, education, income generation and livelihood restoration, infrastructure development, energy
conservation and natural resource management. CGPL’s efforts foster linkages with partners for convergence of
competencies and resources and demonstrate a multiplier effect on positive impact on the community. Its
efforts also engage communities in a sustainable manner and continue to nourish and handover the TATA
legacy generations after generations.

Mr. Anil Sardana

Managing Director, Tata Power
The year bygone was the year of intense activities on community relation front around CGPL, Mundra. It was a
period of learning, sharing happiness, intensifying the engagement with the community, co creating programs
and forging partnerships
An effort has been made to present before all stakeholders our understanding and endeavor in the form of
“REFLECTIONS “
The activities and domain areas we support communicate the heart and soul of our company. It is our
endeavor to connect with everyone that is important to the company viz. employees, shareholders, investors
and many others, who make our company what it is today. The achievements highlighted in this report aim to
communicate this essence and the importance we give to Corporate Social
Responsibility, which we rightly term as 'Community Relations'.
This CR report intends to be a forum through which CGPL can relate, influence,
opine, and discuss growth and development of our catchment area. The report seeks
to help increase employee, community and other stakeholders' understanding of the
different aspects of our activities.
Our corporate mission and core values stem from the TATA Group of Companies. The
success of our community relations and responsibility driven CR endeavors illustrate
our orientation towards sustainable growth and development of our country.

KK Sharma

Executive Director & CEO, CGPL
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While the growth of our company is critical, equally important is ensuring that society at large
benefits from our operations. We continuously ask ourselves how we can further and improve our
CR practices which will lead to inclusive and participatory growth and development.
Corporate social responsibility is an integral part of our company's culture. From working in the
domains of education, health, employment, infrastructure development and sustainability to
encouraging employee volunteering in the communities we serve – corporate social responsibility is
embedded in our founding principles and put into practice daily. In six short years, our CSR
practice has brought about substantial progress.
We have initiated more than 15 programs and conducted more than 35 activities for
communities around our areas of operations, touching 18 villages and more than 36000 lives.
These accomplishments would not be possible without the engagement of our CR staff and
people in these communities, who work together to make these successes possible. Every level
of management is committed to ensure that CGPL maintains its reputation of being a trend
setter in CR. I am proud of our efforts to be a catalyst for positive change in the Kutch region.
The effectiveness of our corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategy stems from the alignment of
specific CSR goals with those of CGPL's overall business objectives. This is done by working closely
with key stakeholders of our operations from fishermen to women, farmers and those engaged with
animal husbandry.
Our CR efforts will continue to seek ways to integrate policies and efforts that drive our corporate
performance with ethics and responsibility, along with addressing pressing societal needs.

Sharad Baijal

Chief O&M - CGPL
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Introduction
Every passing year, the conceptualization of CSR programs by CGPL reaches new heights. From the inception of
CGPL, Community Relations (CR) has been a top priority. The department was not conceptualized for risk
mitigation measures, winning the favour of different stakeholders or as an after -thought to our business. It
was done with the intention to actually emerge as a 'neighbor of choice' in Mundra and Mandvi. The purpose
was to improve lives of community members who live around our area of operations with a backbone of
inclusion, participation and sustainability. It sought to merge business operations with ethical and responsible
functioning.
It is highly satisfying to look back on the last year and see the programs we strategized, blossom into
successful and replicable CR models. It is gratifying to observe that our hard work over the last 7 years has
translated into bringing such a significant difference in multiple aspects of people's lives.
A new year is received by us with a stronger committed intent to create more impact inducing CR programs
and processes. Our approach to CR has been systematic and aims to create models which are self sustaining
with lasting impact.
We have put in place a structured process of first conducting needs assessments and baseline surveys with
distinguished Government and NGO partners. A stakeholder mapping is undertaken to ensure constant
stakeholder dialogues and consultations. After an in depth analysis of community needs and stakeholders, the
6

CR strategy is formulated. Emphasis is then laid on identifying and forging partnerships with specialized
agencies for effective implementation of programs. For every project, effectiveness and regular monitoring of
programs is focused on. We have a designated team for documentation and regularly train our field staff on
data collection and knowledge management. This has significantly improved the functioning and impact of our
programs. Impact assessments are an integral part of our processes and programs. We constantly work on
value addition and improvisation of programs to remove possibilities of programs becoming redundant and
ineffective in communities.
We are a team of dedicated social development professionals who have deep passion and interest in shaping
the future of rural areas in our country. Being a part of Tata Group of companies provides us with this
opportunity and the means to work towards our personal and professional goals. Our top management is
sincerely compassionate and focused on improving social conditions for neighboring communities. It is a
matter of great pride and pleasure to be associated and lead by such committed and supportive individuals
like CGPL's management.
We aspire to continue to ideate, innovate, improvise and impact communities and people in Kutch. We are
honored to be a part of the CGPL team, which has set benchmarks in Community Relations. This year, our
targets and endeavors seek to build on past efforts and quantify numbers and impact measurements of
programs.
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YEAR IN REVIEW
Augmenting

3

Building and Strenghening

Rural Education System

Healthcare facilities

Project Shiksha Saarthi
Learning Camp
Science Fair
Camp Galileo

2042 students
1149 students
360 students

Library

18 schools

Project Sujaan
Hole in the wall
computer program
Learning Delight
ICT program

997 students
4643 students

Supporting Initiatives
Pravesh Utsav
General Knowledge quiz
Energy week celebration
Sports Day
Bal Sansad
Safety week celebration
Cultural program
Gandhi Jayati celebration
Drawing competetion
Exposure visits

Teacher support
in schools

Eye check up camps
Cataract operations
General health camps
Dental camps

School health camps

238
100
952
232

people
people
people
people

1016 children

HEALTH SURVEY
5 villages

Understand the current
health issues especially
among women and children

To keep a track
of patient history

2 schools

Fumigation in villages
Cleanliness drive
Providing community
dustbins in villages

111 students
412 students
476 students

175 women

Gynecology
health camps

1200 students
923 students
750 students
900 students
347 students
540 students
50 students
125 students
750 students
178 students

Infrastructural Investment
Benches in schools
Sports kits
Desktop computers

PROJECT AROGYA

HEALTH CARDS
18 villages

GREENOLUTION
3 villages
2 villages
2 villages

HEALTH RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE
Drainage line
Awareness drive

1 village
2 villages

PROJECT SWACHH JAL
Installation of community
R.O. plant in villages

16 installations
8

Handicraft value Chain Development study

Project Jalmani
11 schools
16 installations

Installation of community
R.O. plant in schools

Provisions for drinking water
1 village
20 HH

Installation of community
drinking water pipeline

Creating

Social Capital and Infrastructure
Project Nirmaan

40 SHGs

Understand the value
chain of handicrafts
in Kutch for employment
generation among
artisan women

Project KALP
2319 cattle

Provide fodder
in Gaushalas
Provide avenues in
Gaushala for cattle rearing
for local community
Livelihood support
through Gaushala
Camel vaccination

415 cattle
owners
665 camel
13 camel
owners

10 villages

Infrastructural work
for village development

Nurturing Sustainbility for

Inclusive Growth

Women empowerment

Studies and Research conducted
Women in
Self Help Groups

480 women

No of SHGs formed
Exposure visits

40 SHGs
66 women

GIS mapping
Social Audit by MGLI

18 villages

Collaterals
Enhancing

Livelihood and Employment
Project Sagarbandhu

Asanjo Gaam - community
quaterly newspaper
Siksha Saarthi Express

18 villages
25 schools

Notable success
Revolving fund
Livelihood support
through micro-financing
Exposure visits
Alternate income
generation
through shrimp pickle
Net distribution
Fishing equipment
to fisher women
Educational support to
children at Bunder
Formation of Village
Development
Committee at Bunder
Flour mill support
Excavation of fisher
folk during flood
School kit distribution
to children

22 fishermen
131 fishermen
150 fishermen
20 women
350 fishermen
317 fisher women

Project Surya Prakash
Installation of community
solar street lights

1200 HH

Projecty Akshay Urja Deep

70 children
520 fisherfolk
197 HH
130 HH
150 students

Installation of solar
boat lights

131 Fishermen

Project Annapurna
Installation of biogas plant
in the community

10HH
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EDUCATION

4

In the field of Education, CGPL has taken giant strides forward to provide improved educational infrastructure,
create support systems for students, enhance the use of technology in schools and improve the quality of
education in rural schools. Based on four broad areas of engagement, CGPL initiated various programs for
children in surrounding villages of Mundra and Mandavi Taluka.

I) INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENTS

III) project sujaan

II) PROJECT SHIKSHA SAARTHI IMPROVING TEACHING &
LEARNING IN SCHOOLS

IV) SUPPORT INITIATIVES

a) Pravesh Utsav
b) Mother Activities
c) Learning Camps
Gujarati, Language
and Maths
d) Science Camps
Science Fair
Galileo Camps
e) Library

a) Hole in the wall
b) Learning Delight

a) English Spoken classes
b) Events and celebrations
General knowledge quiz
Energy week
Sports events
Bal Sansad
Safety week celebrations
Cultural programs
Exposure visits
10

I. INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS
The importance of quality school facilities in augmenting student achievements is well documented. As a part
of creating a better school environment, CGPL with the help of the school authorities has undertaken various
infrastructural activities in schools which form the basis for effective implementation of various programs.

WORK
UNDERTAKEN
IN SCHOOLS

Total
number
provided

Total
children
benefited

Benches
Sports kits
Desktop computers

87
2
10

111
412
476

Benches are provided in schools of Mota Kandagara (Vadi Vistar) and Nana Bhadiya.
Volleyball kit and light equipment provided in villages of Modhva and Tunda to promote sports.
Desktop computers are provided in Mota Kandagara and Mota Kandagara (Vadi Vistar) schools for use of
school staff as there are no computers for documentation work.

Establishment of library
Libraries are set up to enhance the learning environment for students.
CGPL has taken this initiative with the help of partner Pratham and school authorities.
The library comprises of general knowledge and story books. A library volunteer is assigned by Pratham who
maintains the records related to in and out flow of books.

Total schools covered for library
Total villages covered for library

18
17

II. PROJECT SHIKSHA SAARTHI - IMPROVING TEACHING & LEARNING IN SCHOOLS
Several projects throughout the academic year were initiated to ensure a sustained attendance and participation
of children in the education programs designed for them.

Pravesh Utsav
‘Pravesh Utsav' is a program aiming to increase the number of children enrolled into schools.
50 schools were covered under this program which reached out to children in 18 villages to encourage new
admissions at the beginning of each academic year.
School kits comprising of notebooks and stationary are distributed as part of this project. These efforts of
CGPL have been applauded by the Government. As a way of appreciating the initiative, Block Resource Centre
(BRC) sent a recognition letter to CGPL for their continual efforts in the space of education for Mundra and
Mandvi schools.

Total schools covered 50

Total students covered 1200

Villages covered 18

Mother Engagement Activity
In view of the above, programs involving mothers were created. Teaching Learning Material (TLM) was
designed and mothers were trained on how to use the same at home. Monthly meetings were organized with
the mothers to address any difficulty being faced by them in their child's education.
It has increased self – confidence and developed learning habits among women as well, thereby creating a
difference in test scores of students.
Mothers have shown interest and more women have been joining.
The first step of the activity was to test class 1 – 2 children in the presence of their mothers to gauge
learning levels of the child.
Testing helped both mother and volunteer gauge the subsequent impact of the activity on the child's
learning.
Thereafter, Pratham volunteers distributed charts and other teaching learning material (TLM) to mothers and
instructed them on how to teach their children.
Total mothers
728
participated

Total children
751
participated

Total villages
covered

21

Villages: Tunda, Vandh, Mota Kandagara, Mota Kandagara Vadi Vistar, Nana Bhadiya, Modhva Tragadi Bunder, Moti Khakhar,
Nani Khakhar, Gundiyali, Mota Bhadiya, Bidada, Pipri, Bag, Maska, Salaya, Shekhai bag, Dhrabudi, Mora Vadi.

Learning Camps
CGPL, through their partner – PRATHAM had undertaken a baseline study to understand the current levels of
learning of the target children in Maths and Gujarati.
The baseline thus identified, was used to assess the extent of development in the learning levels among the
children at the end of the academic year, after focused CR efforts.
Activity based learning Camps were also conducted using different teaching learning materials to strengthen
their competencies in Gujarati and Mathematics.
Project has already undertaken Phase 1 in 2012-2013, which has seen an improved learning curve among
students.
In 2013-2014, CGPL undertook Phase 2 of the Learning Camps reaching out to more schools and students.
Cluster Resource Leaders (CRLs) with qualifications in social work and education were engaged by PRATHAM
to manage volunteers, meet Government officials and brainstorm learning methods with schools. 9 CRLs were
assigned to 83 schools in over 50 targeted villages of Mundra and Mandavi Talukas.
It is very encouraging to note that through these programs, the attendance of children in the target group
has been 80 % and more. Significant improvements have also been documented in reading language and
Maths skills.
At the end of every Learning Camp, an end-line is conducted at all schools to gauge the increase in learning
among students.

Learning Camp Phase
2
Phase
Total students
covered

2042

Total learning
camps conducted 97
Total volunteers 164

22 days learning camp is divided
into 3 camps, organized throughout
the year in each school.

Total schools 50
participated
Total Teacher
63
trainings

Learning Camp 1 (LC1)

10 days

Learning Camp 2 (LC2)

6 days

Learning Camp 3 (LC3)

6 days
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Gujarati Language
A marked increase has been observed in the learning level among students at different Learning Camps (LC).
At the initial stage 12% were at the beginner's level(understands but cannot accurately read and write), 50%
were at letter+word level with only 15% who could read stories and pronounce every word. At the end of 3rd
learning camp, an increase in learning level is marked among students with 20% children being able to form
and read paragraphs and over 68% children being able to read stories.

Mathematics
At the beginning of the camp, 12% students were at the beginner's level, who could read and write single digit
numbers. 26% students could recognize double digit numbers and only 29% students could recognize triple
digits. However, an increase has been observed in the number of students being able to use mathematical
formulas for triple digits at the end of Learning camp -3, with 83% students falling into that criteria.

Science
Learning science is encouraged among the children with a view to ignite their latent curiosity and make them
thinkers and solution finders.
Two science oriented programs were initiated – Science Fairs and Galileo Camps.
Science Fairs
Science Fairs were conducted in the targeted schools where children were exposed to fun, interactive ways of
learning science by creating models with recyclable materials in these workshops.
The entire village community was invited and the events were attended by the local leaders as well.
Total schools 21
participated

Total science
fairs conducted 18
Total Science
clubs

21

Total student
participation 1149
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Camp Galileo
A 4 day camp 'Galileo' was organized in the schools. Through science experiments and telescope sessions,
learning became more enjoyable for students and there was a positive response in terms of children
participation.

Total Galileo camps conducted 12

Total children reached 360

Shiksha Saarthi Express
A six monthly newsletter is introduced in schools in Mundra and Mandvi. Through the newsletter, students can
explore their creativity through art, poetry, story-telling, etc. Through the newsletter, activity highlights of all
the education programs are also shared with schools, parents, panchayats etc.

III. Project sujaan
hole in the wall
Project Rationale
Developments in the IT field have made it impossible to teach in the absence of technology. Hence, it has
become important to introduce IT enabled Fun based learning mechanisms through technology based learning
pedagogy in rural schools.
Project Sujaan was initiated to introduce technology with a view to make the transfer of knowledge easy and
effective. As a part of this initiative, CGPL introduced Sujaan program in partnership with Hole in the Wall
(HiWEL), across schools in Mundra. Along with this CGPL also partnered with a social enterprise named
'Learning Delight' to improve teacher effectiveness and increase the use of technology in classrooms.

15

Project Execution
CGPL's partnership with Hole-in-the-wall is an amalgamation of a multi-pronged strategy to meet multiple
challenges in the region. The partnership of setting up Playground Learning Stations (PLS's) in Kutch is an
effort to provide basic services such as useful, relevant and quality elementary education for children. Children
discover a versatile learning tool through experimentation, collaboration and social networking amongst
learning communities.
CGPL supports this project with investments in technology, infrastructure, content upgrades, training to
teachers, orientation & mobilization for teachers and students along with monitoring & evaluation.
Tunda, Vandh, MotaKandagara, MotaKandagara (Vadi Vistaar) village schools in Mundra block, and Nana
Bhadiya school in Mandvi block of Kutch district, have installed HiWEL computers with the support of CGPL..

Total schools
covered under
Hole in the
Wall

5

Total students 997
benefited
so far

Benefits and Impact
1) Computer Aided Learning
HIW Children outperform others in computer skills.
With no inputs on theory HIW children are able to understand how computers work.
2) Academic Learning
Children with access to HIW kiosks show improvement in academic scores.
HIW children's performance in computer tests are comparable with children attending formal computer
classes.
Children access content on HIW kiosks, learn from it & retain the learning.
3) Social Impact
Community members have identified the HIW kiosks as beneficial for children.
Out-of-school children benefit from HIW since they have access to information and knowledge.
Communities with lower levels of education facilities see more benefits, than communities with higher levels
of education facilities.

Learning Delight (LD)
Project Rationale
Learning Delight' (LD) was conceptualized to offer a solution to make ICT more relevant and user- friendly for
teachers in rural areas. It builds on the Government's efforts of providing computer labs in rural schools.
Learning Delight facilitates reduced teaching time in comparison to conventional lecture models used by
teachers. It aids practical knowledge and awareness, enabling children to apply academic knowledge with its
inbuilt features and activities. It is aimed at assisting the teacher in clarifying concepts, making them simple
and easy to understand and ensuring that students can identify with the concepts through the activity based
learning. The main aim is to integrate technology in curriculum and classrooms without disturbing the existing
educational system.
16

Project Execution
CGPL partnered with Learning Delight as part of its technology related investments for Project Sujaan in 2013.
A baseline study of the students was conducted for Maths, Science and English to gauge current level of
learning in these subjects. The study also focused on the perception and current technological level among
students, teachers and their views on it. The baseline data served as initial information on program participants
and other program aspects prior to the intervention and has been essential to monitor and track changes in
student performance owing to the software in schools. The study was conducted during the installation
sessions at each intervention school. We consulted with principals, teachers and students since we believe it is
important for all stakeholders in the program to be informed and involved about Learning Delight. Schools
were selected from Mundra and Mandvi and the installation process was initiated in June 2013. Teacher
training was also provided to increase the knowhow of the software and usage in schools.

Impact Created
Learning Delight has created a difference in terms of more computer knowledge for children and teachers.
LD has helped students achieve higher grades and makes classroom more interactive and interesting.
LD is used regularly by teachers.
Teachers have expressed that they are able to achieve reduced teaching time.
Technology usage and knowhow in classrooms has increased for teachers and students.
The program has made optimum utilization of technology available in rural schools.

Total schools covered 27

Total students beneficiaries 4643

IV) SUPPORT INITIATIVES
CGPL recognized the importance and need to include periphery support systems in the programs designed for
children. This will help achieve effective results and also to achieve the aim of holistic education.

Spoken English classes
Spoken English classes were started in Tunda. These classes include spoken english lectures and personality
development reading materials support.
For this purpose, CGPL Partnered with Ala Grand Academy from Mundra. Needs assessment/pretests was
undertaken for prospective students, especially for Tunda and Vandh villages. The training curriculum and
study material was customized as per the need expressed by the community.
A progress tracking format to assess the gradual progress of the attendees was put in place
Audio, video and innovative course material in classrooms were set up
Motivational posters, flyers and collaterals were used as a means of village advocacy.

Total
children
reached
(Group 1)

Total
Adult
reached
(Group 2)

29

18

17

Mid Day meal at Tragadi Bunder
In coordination with Block Resource Centre, Government’s Sarva Siksha Abhiyan and partner Aakar, CGPL
successfully has been able to start the mid day meal program at learning sessions at Tragadi Bunder, which is
an informal school. With the beginning of next year, proper introduction to school education and mid day
meal will be undertaken for childr4n residing in this hamlet.

Total children benefited

70

Events and celebrations
Co curricular activities provide opportunities to children to determine their potential and talent, improve both
academic and non-scholastic know-how and improve their social and behavioral skills. CGPL has always given
importance to extra-curricular activities that forms a strong foundation of education, exposure, awareness and
learning. With the help of partner and school committees – events were celebrated and competitions
organized every month in the schools. These were also used as a base to create awareness among children
through safety week programs and information to children on parliament functioning. This was done through
activities and interactions, enabling them to question and ultimately learn more.

General Knowledge quiz – August, 2013
Tests help in understanding the current learning levels of the students which form the basis for future schoolspecific programs to be initiated in the next phase. Schools from Tunda, Vandh, Mota Kandagara, Mota
Kandagara (Vadi vistar) and Nana Bhadiya villages participated in the event.

Total schools covered

5

Total students covered 923

Villages covered

Urja Diwas - Energy Conservation Day Celebration - December, 2013
Presentations were made to children on Environment Conservation and a drawing competition on the same
theme was organized across all Mundra Taluka schools. Selected drawings were appreciated and awarded
certificates. A tree plantation drive was held in the schools where children planted saplings in the school
premises and pledged to take care of them.

Total schools
participated 14

Total students
750
participated

Total trees
450
planted

Annual Sports Day Celebration (Ramotsav) – 23rd December, 2013
CGPL believes that learning cannot happen only through exposure to school curriculum. The learning process
should be supplemented with games and other extra-curricular activities.
CGPL actively supports sports in schools and partakes in aiding the Ramotsav every year. A days sports event
was organized in Mundra in partnership with the Block Resource Centre (Under Sarva Siksha Abhiyan, GoG),
Mundra. This event included various races and competitions for students and teachers. Trophies and
certificates were awarded to the winners. These programs have been very successful in motivating children to
get involved and find their interest in areas like sports and co-curriculers, outside the regular curriculum.

Total schools
participated 103

Total teachers
100
participated

Total students
900
participated

Bal Sansad (Children Parliament) – Republic day celebration – 26th January, 2014
As part of celebrating Republic Day, 'BalSansad' was organized on January 26, 2014 in Salya and Maska
Primary school. Children were exposed to the electoral process in India. They were explained about the role
and importance they hold as citizens of the country. This increased awareness beyond the boundaries of their
villages and played a vital role in their understanding and information on voting and elections.

Total schools participated

2

Total students participated 347
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Safety week celebration - 6th to 9th January, 2014
An event was organized with an aim to spread awareness on safety measures. CGPL CR with the CGPL Safety
department organized safety week in schools at Tunda, Vandh, Mota Kandagara and Nana Bhadiya primary
school, and Nana Bhadiya. They were given information on road safety and safety in households.

Total schools participated

5

Total students participated 540

In addition to the above, the following events were also organized:
Environment Day celebration - June 5, 2013
Villages covered: Tunda, Vandh, Mota Kandagara
Total kids: 65
World Environment Day was celebrated on 5th June, 2013. As a part of the celebration, an awareness rally was carried out.
Students were given training sessions on making paper bags which were then distributed among local shops by the
children. 65 students from 5 schools participated in this workshop.

Gandhi Jayanti celebration - October 2, 2013
Village covered: Tunda Vandh
Children covered: 125
Quiz competition was arranged at schools for standard 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th students on 2nd October 2013. The aim
was to gauge the knowledge level of students with regard to Indian history. Children who attended the event were given
consolation prizes of a stationary set comprising of a book, pen and pencil.

Children's day celebration - November 14, 2013
Village covered: Tunda Primary School
Total students covered: 22
A drawing competition was organized during Children's day wherein with the help of school authority, children had
exhibited different ideas and perceptions through art.

Independence Day cultural event - August 15, 2013
Villages covered: Tunda, Vandh and Mota Kandagara primary school
Total students participated: 50
A cultural event was organized at schools wherein students performed dances and skits. As a part of the event, an essay
competition was organized among the students from 5th, 6th and 7th standards.

Rang De event - 9th March, 2014
Volunteers: 24
Attendees: 224
The concluding event of the TATA Volunteering Week saw the most participation with more than 170 children from nearby
schools of Tunda, Vandh, Nani Khakhar, Moti Khakhar, Tragadi Bunder and Nana Bhadia villages along with little toddlers
from Tunda Anganwadi and more than 30 employees with their families attending the celebration. Rang De was the theme
of the event which hosted a drawing competition among children and adults on any topic. The idea was based on the
concept of the movie – Taare Zameen Par, which focuses on expression through art. It was commendable to see CGPL
employee families and families from surrounding villages sit together and engage in art and drawing, which was seen as
the true form of CGPL’s stakeholder engagement and one big CGPL family. Music was performed by young blind musicians
from Shree Navchetan Andhjan Mandal in Bhuj which received applause from everyone present at the event. Two of CGPL
employees also performed songs related to children and women empowerment. This event created ripples in the lives of all
those present. Children from rural areas who had never seen or worked with water colours were excited and thrilled with
the opportunity and performed brilliantly in the competition. CGPL employees were humbled with meeting community
members of the villages and community members were happy to be a part of the recreational event, in their otherwise dull
social lives.
Volunteers were involved in the facilitation of the event according to the different responsibilities they were appointed,
engaged themselves in recording and documenting the event through write ups and pictures and helping with prize
distribution and interacting with all participants.
The event ended with prize distribution after a rigorous evaluation by the Jury (Mrs. Dharmishta Patel, Mrs. Kesha Chauhan,
Mr. Ghate and independent judge Mr. Pravin Mishra from Ahmedabad). As the mark of the closing ceremony of the
Volunteering Week 'A Signature Campaign' was held at Tunda Stadium which was initiated by Mr. Sharad Baijal, and
continued by community members and CGPL employees. Everyone present at all the events of that one week, signed on
the deputed wall to mark their commitment towards a better society and sustained volunteering efforts at CGPL.

Provided teacher support in schools
Villages covered: 2
Total teacher support provided: 2
Provide School Teachers on Temporary Basis to the Schools where there was a Shortage of School Teachers i.e. in Tunda
and Vandh Primary school for 2 months.

Exposure visit for kids
Total students covered: 178
Schools covered: 3
Exposure visits were organized for the visit at Bhuj Museum.
The visit was aimed at providing them the historical perspective of the area through the museum so that the visit will
increase their general knowledge and interest in history.

HEALTH
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Every country in the world has enshrined in their constitutions various freedoms for its citizens – freedom of
speech, freedom of movement, freedom to work etc. However, this does not necessarily guarantee the
enjoyment of good health for poor citizens in many countries. In recognizing the importance of bridging this
gap in the availability of healthcare and the vast less privileged population, CGPL concentrated on healthcare in
three areas:

I. ASSESSMENT OF HEALTH
STATUS IN VILLAGES

II. UNDERTAKING VARIOUS PROGRAMS
FOR HEALTHCARE SERVICES AND
CLEANLINESS IN VILLAGES

III. PROVISION OF DRINKING
WATER
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I. ASSESSMENT OF HEALTH STATUS IN VILLAGES
Taleem Research foundation carried out a survey in six villages of Tunda-Vandh, Mota Kandagara, Nana
Bhadiya, Tragadi, Tragadi Bunder and Modhva.
The survey was conducted to:
Understand the type of treatment sought by the villagers.
Study the current utilization of various mother and child health (MCH) services.
Assess the available sources of drinking water
Assess the extent of sanitation and hygiene.
Assess the sources of health care, quality of healthcare and level of satisfaction related to these, among
villagers.
Recommend specific need based health programs.

Total household 1294
covered

Total married 1195
women

Total
adolescents 350

Main health issues observed through the study
Chronic respiratory problems exist in communities even before the inception of the plant.
Lack of awareness among adolescents and elderly on HIV/AIDS.
Every three out of four children were not vaccinated. All doses of primary vaccines like Diphtheria, Pertussis
and Tetanus (DPT) and Polio were not administered.
Only 50% women are aware of family planning methods
Reproductive health is a major health issue among women and adolescent girls.
There is a need to recommend specific need based health programs.

Infrastructure for health
The study showed that Government health facilities are not easily accessible and health services are limited to
immunization and family planning, which are poor in quality.
Presence of health workers is limited.
The health camps organized by CGPL in some of the villages and schools in the past one year have covered a
small segment of population confined to the services for specific health problems. Therefore the village
community is largely dependent on the private health facilities located at Taluka headquarters.

Suggestions made through the study:
A part of the study focused on programs that need to be initiated in the field of health to create a healthy
community. As per the outcomes and expert suggestions made through the study, following initiatives will be
undertaken:
Health infrastructural development including drinking water and sanitation program especially at Tragadi
Bunder (Seasonal fishermen migrant community).
Developing mechanisms to fulfill the health needs of the people suffering from chronic illness and supporting
it through innovative health schemes.
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Revamping the health care services for women, children and adolescents through regular mobile clinics as a
short term strategy.
Availability of health clinics/nursing home was felt to be essential in the locality.

II. UNDERTAKING VARIOUS PROGRAMS FOR HEALTHCARE SERVICES AND CLEANLINESS IN VILLAGES
Project Arogya (School and Community Health Camps)

Camps

Total people Total villages
benefitted
covered

Project Arogya, under the prime focus of the CGPL CR
Eye checkup camp Team, in
ip with Bhojay Sarvoday Trust hosts monthly school and
(NetraRakshaAbhiyan) communi
camps. The trust is a leading NGO working towards
providin
Cataract operation
g medical aid at Western Kutch. It specializes in providing
eye
gynecology and preventive medicine services. It partners
Gynecology camp with
ts and industries to reach out to larger audiences through
medical
Dental camp conduct these
and calls for specialists from Ahmedabad and Mumbai to

partnersh
238 ty health 24
100

6
disease,
175 Panchaya 25
camps
232 camps.
4

Through this project, CGPL aims at providing health
General health camp services 952 to the
3
community at their doorstep. These camps also educate
the target
populatio
School health camps addition, 1016 patient
12
n on health precautions and personal hygiene. In
case history is maintained and regular follow ups are
carried
out.
Experienced doctors from Bombay Hospital- Ahmedabad and Mundra are invited to offer their services in
these health camps.

Villages covered: Tunda, Vandh, Mota Kandagara, Mota Kandagara Vadi Vistar, Nana Bhadiya, Modhva, Tragadi Bunder,
Tragadi, Moti Khkhar, Nani Khakhar, Gundiyali, Mota Bhadiya, Bidada, Pipri, Bag, Salaya, Shekhai Bag, Dhrabudi, Mora Vadi,
Bhujpur, Siracha, Navinal, Faradi and Zarpara.
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Health cards
At the end of every health camp, health cards are made for all the patients that help in tracking patient
history and village health history.
It assists in tracking the major diseases of the region in order to devise future health camps at the
community.

School children health cards 520

Community health cards 472

Electric blankets were handed over to 7 Primary Health Centres at Mandvi for the care of mothers and
children. An electric blanket is used to control and regulate temperature through electric heating. This is
particularly important in the winters for poor rural households who are unable to afford these and protect
themselves from sicknesses due to severe cold weather.
Significant emphasis has been laid on community health and hygiene - ensuring better, cleaner and healthier
villages. Community participation is encouraged to make the programs effective and self-sustainable.

A clean and hygienic way of living is ensured through the following initiatives
Village cleanliness and fumigation drives are organized with the help of CGPL volunteers, school authorities,
community people and Panchayat. Dustbins are provided to villages to ensure civic cleanliness.

Initiatives undertaken

Villages covered

Fumigation Services in
the villages

3

Village Cleanliness Drive

3

Community Dustbins installed
at strategic locations

3 (12 dustbins)

As a part of TATA power's 'Greenolution' flagship program, a cleanliness drive was organized with the
participation of Panchayat, community members, school authorities, students and CGPL volunteers.
A cleanliness rally was organized and messages of 'Plastic free village' was spread. Awareness banners were
put up at all the lanes of the village to spread the message.
Recycled bags were distributed at shops by students and volunteers to signify the use of recycled material
in the village.
Efforts made through community participation, volunteer support, village Panchayat and schools were
acknowledged by the media.

Covered Drainage Installations in Mota Kandagra
The open drainage system in the village was observed to be the cause of many health issues. Through the
interaction with the community leaders and representatives, a Closed Drainage line has been installed as a way
of ensuring hygiene and health of the villagers in the future.

Awareness drives on water conservation in partnership with WASMO
Partnering with WASMO, awareness activities were undertaken for water conservation, maintenance of water
bodies, usage of water etc. which has helped bring ownership in people and increased community
participation in the efforts. Awareness and training on conserving water by WASMO has been undertaken in
the villages of Tunda,Vandh and Mota Kandagra and also through street plays in Moti Khakhar village.
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III. PROVISION OF DRINKING WATER
Through different programs CGPL has aimed at providing adequate, affordable, convenient and sustained
potable drinking water to the residents of the targeted villages. CGPL has partnered with Water Solutions Aid,
Water and Sanitation Management Organization (WASMO), TATA power, Hyderabad and Hansraj foundation for
implementation of these projects.
In coastal areas, ground water wells are the main source of drinking water. Usually these wells are shallow and
saline owing to the coastal location of the villages. Drinking water is available in these areas through pipelines
or by purchasing bottled water. In some of the villages, the water source is more than 1-2 kms from the village
and women spend considerable time and energy in providing water for their households with a daily average
of around 4-5 hours. Bottled water which is supplied in villages is expensive making it inaccessible to many
people in the village. Rains are adequate in the monsoon but storage facilities for water are minimal. Keeping
these issues in mind, along with CGPL's interaction with the community and panchayat, it was evident that
there is a need for creating avenues for these rural communities to access pure drinking water, which will also
aid in reducing health problems related to water.

Project Jalmani
Providing RO plants in schools was started in 2010 with the support of Water and Sanitation Management
Organization (WASMO), where CGPL became the project implementing partner for installation of RO plants
in schools for the project Jalmani.
Project Jalmani was initiated by visiting schools, assessing student strength, needs of the school and
capabilities in managing the RO plant. The Jalmani program is supported by the Government and
coordinated by agencies empanelled by WASMO for installation and maintenance.
Feasibility studies were undertaken with the active assistance of the registered vendor of WASMO for this
region, with whom CGPL has signed a tripartite agreement for the implementation of the Jalmani program.
Monitoring and supervision is undertaken by CR-CGPL team and discrepancies are reported to the agency
which has been given the annual maintenance contract. The RO plants are managed by the school
authorities with active support from WASMO. Any problem which arises is mitigated by intimation to a toll
free number which has been setup by WASMO.

Total installations done

221

Total schools covered

42

Project Swach Jal
To increase the coverage and make the program concerning provision of drinking water more systematic
and sustainable, in 2012, Swachh Jal project was launched with a prime objective to provide safe drinking
water for households in villages.
During the implementation of Project Swatch Jal which is primarily for installation of Community RO plants,
a systematic feasibility study was conducted in each of the beneficiary villages. The study included
collection of water samples to assess the TDS levels and a chemical analysis, understanding the capacity of
the machine to be installed as per the usage and the requirement of the community based on the number
of households.
Assessing the availability of electricity (2 phases or 3 phases) and existing sources of water is also focused
on. During the assessment, the existence of Water Committee in the village and its management is also
explored.
The commitment of the Panchayat for operation and maintenance of the RO plant, space availability for
the RO room is also taken into consideration as an initial background exercise for installations.
After the completion of the process, the Panchayat is asked to submit an Expression of interest and provide
a written commitment for operation and management, provision of the space of an RO room and
construction of the RO plant. In some cases the Panchayat provides a room and in some a new RO room is
constructed in the village.
The provision of electricity, raw water, water tank, light fitting and plumbing for the installation is done by
the water committee with active support of the panchayat.
The RO machine is supplied by Tata Project which is a pioneer agency in mitigating water issues through
manufacturing RO plants of various capacities.
A full time plant operator is appointed from the village to take care of the maintenance of the plant, who
is compensated by the Panchayat. Training is provided to the plant operator by TATA project technicians
who are the technical partners in this project.
CGPL then categorically defines the role and responsibility of the Panchayat and water committee. The
water committee is given the responsibility to manage the day to day activities and operations of the RO
plant.
A minimal charge is taken for 20 litres of pure drinking water which helps Village Water Committees to
cover the expenses for R.O. maintenance and operations. The water charge is levied to develop a sense of
ownership towards the project and make it self-sustaining. The amount collected is regularly deposited in
the bank account of either the panchayat or of the water committee of the respective village.
The process followed for installations laid heavy emphasis on stakeholder contribution and participation to
make the programs self sustaining and sustainable. Regular meetings are done with the panchayat of
villages to check quality and impact of the program. A log book is maintained to regularly test the TDS
levels.

Impact Created
RO plants have been installed in 12 schools under Project Jalmani, making a considerable impact on child
health.
Under Swach Jal 17 villages ((Tunda, Vandh, Motakandagara, Nanabhadiya, Motabhadiya, Tragadi, Gundiyali,
Bag, Pipri, Bidada, Bhujpur, Nanikahakar, Motikhakar, Modhva, Bhadreshwar, Shekhai Bag) have been
impacted with provision of drinking water to 6771 households.
Less pressure on women for providing house hold water and ensuring access to drinking water at
affordable rates.
TDS levels have remarkably reduced leading to fewer health issues related to water.
Increased community ownership of water resources as infrastructure for installation is provided by the
community.
This initiative of CGPL has been appreciated by the community. The community is now aware about the
importance of safe drinking water and its effect on health.
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Village Name

Installation

R O Plant Capacity
Liter Per Hour (LPH)

Tunda

Yes

1000 L P H

Mota Kandagra

Yes

1000 L P H

Tragadi

Yes

1000 L P H

Gundiyali

Yes

1000 L P H

Nani Khakhar

Yes

1000 L P H

Bidada

Yes

1000 L P H

Bhadreswar

Yes

1000 L P H

Moti Khakhar

No

1000 L P H

Bag

Yes

1000 L P H

Mota Bhadiya

Yes

1000 L P H

Bhujapar

No

1000 L P H

Vandh

Yes

500 L P H

Nana Bhadiya

Yes

500 L P H

Pipari

Yes

500 L P H

Bag Shekhaibag

Yes

500 L P H

Modhva

No

500 L P H

Drinking Water Pipeline installations
Efforts are made to create a constant drinking water source at Modhva and Tunda villages through drinking
water pipelines. Pipelines are laid and extended from Gundiyali to Modhva, stretching up to 7kms, in
partnership with Hansraj foundation. The Village Development Advisory Committee (VDAC) extended immense
support in laying the pipelines.

EMPLOYMENT

6

In keeping with the TATA philosophy of Sustainable Human Development, CGPL has endeavored to initiate
various programs and projects that help the targeted communities in creating opportunities which perpetuate
employment generation, increased incomes and better standards of living – through projects involving women
empowerment, fisheries, animal husbandry and providing business opportunities.

Women Empowerment
It was found that most women in the villages stay at homes and did not actively participate to work or partake
in any economic activity which makes them dependants in their own households.

Formation of Women Self-Help Groups
Self help group initiative was launched by CGPL in early 2008 seeing that none of the villages located nearby
the CGPL vicinity was reached by any programs related to financial literacy. The program was initiated by
undertaking dialogues with Panchayat on the rationale and need of SHGs in the villages. Various sessions were
held to educate the women on the importance of SHGs. Subsequently the team spearheaded the model in
other villages where groups were non-functional and converged them with Government schemes.
The 'Sakhi Mandal' Scheme introduced by the Government had also made SHGs popular. With the visible
success and popularity of the benefits from the SHGs, most of the women were eager to be a part of the
program. CGPL went on to understand the saving capacity, education levels and employment status of the
women before initiating SHGs in any village.

Benefits of Self Help Groups
Gender equality and empowerment of women is very significant in achieving development and progress of an
area. Women SHGs aid personality development of the members and reduce gender prejudice by improving
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access to information and knowledge. SHGs have been successful to ensure equality in decision making,
empowerment of women, equality in status, access to choice, reduced drudgery, improved literacy and
increased awareness generation and the access to Right to Information (RTI).
Besides the above, SHGs help in:
Improving income generation opportunities
Up gradation of the skill sets of the members
Increasing awareness and participation in political processes
Access to technical knowledge, nutrition and health care
Encouraging self confidence and self reliance
Improved organization and member mobilization
Increased access to and control over resources
CGPL, since 2008, has been engaged in forming women SHGs in the villages which are around the area of
operations. The first SHG was formed in Tunda Vandh village and the number of SHGs has now reached 33 in
the Mundra and Mandvi taluka of Kutch.
Through this program, CGPL formed bank linkages, offered credit support, provided training and capacity
building workshops to the women to start their own ventures. The SHGs helped to mobilize community
participation for different development initiatives in villages. The SHG members meet once a month for
internal group meetings.
After saving for a couple of months and reaching their target savings bracket, they set up an account at the
nearest bank branch from their village. After the completion of a year, members can then avail of internal
loans. Each group is also entitled to Rs. 5000 from the Government scheme of extending credit for SHGs.
Depending on the level of savings and grading as per the Government norms, the District Rural Development
Agency (DRDA) gives SHGs loans of Rs. 50,000 and Rs. 1, 00,000. So far, 13 groups have received loans from
DRDA of Rs. 50,000 and 2 have received Rs. 1, 00,000 each, creating credit linkages for rural women through
the establishment of SHGs.

Purposes for inter-loaning by members in the group, include

Housing

Cattle
purchases

Education
fees

Small
business
establishment

Medical
purposes

Family
events
and
marriages

Transport
and
vehicles

Significant changes have been observed among the members in terms of the improvement in their quality of life
Increased awareness and financial know how, knowledge of bank services and increased savings
Financial inclusion
Proper utilization of saved money and employment options
Formal credit linkages
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Number of women benefited through SHGs

480

Total number of SHGs

40

New SHGs formed

2

Total number of women members joined

23

Total villages reached through SHGs

8

Average monthly savings of a group

Rs. 2330

Average monthly savings of all SHGs

Rs. 28,690

Total savings as on March 2014

Rs. 11,55,790

Total internal loan dispersed

Rs. 3,50,000

Total repayment of loan

Rs. 2,16,000

Total bank loan dispersed

Rs. 8,00,000

Total repayment of bank loan

Rs. 5,00,000

Villages covered: Tunda, Vandh, Nana Bhadiya, Mota Kandagara, Bidada, Gundiyali, Tragadi, Modhva.

Events and Workshops
As part of our communication strategy and stakeholder consultation approach, a Knowledge sharing Workshop
was organized at Ahimsa Dham, Pragpar Road, Mundra on September 20, 2013. 25 women SHG presidents
from Tunda-Vandh, MotaKandagara and Gundiyali attended the event. The main focus of the event was on
creating awareness among SHG members about the Gujarat Government's Mission Mangalam program- a
program formulated to encourage rural women to avail micro finance loans. Among the speakers was Ruchi
Desai, ICICI bank manager- Mundra, Talati from Mundra, Livelihood Manager from Mundra and CGPL team
member Niranajna Raste.

Exposure Visits
Visits to SHG training like Sayla Training Center and Anandi Foundation were organized for the women. The
primary focus was to understand the culture and working of SHGs, interact with more organizations and to
develop confidence.

Project Vartika
Villages: Tunda-Vandh, Mota Kandgara of Mundra and Nana Bhadiya, Tragadi and Modhva of Mandavi Taluka.

Kutch is blessed with a variety of handicrafts; the villagers in the CGPL working area are highly skilled in rabari
embroidery and tie & dye. Kutch is famous for its crafts nationally and internationally. Unfortunately, people of
the area have limited exposure to existing markets and trends. The work still largely depends on daily wages
for artisans, with fabrics and designs provided by traders and institutes.
This happens because artisans are not organized and do not know how to reach or market their products in
bigger markets. In such a scenario, CGPL's effort to organize and support women artisans from Kutch and
create market linkages for their products holds much significance.

Market Chain Analysis by MART
With a view to institutionalize the current small scale activities of SHGs in which handicrafts are a major
occupation, a professional approach and well planned project is necessary. CGPL in association with MART
conducted a survey in November 2013 to understand the following:
Existing skills and issues with handicraft supply side complexities.
Design and development of skill needs.
Finding potential markets for handicrafts with a view to sell produced goods designed by local women.
Create a livelihood enhancement program for the local women.
The study had been undertaken with the help of SHGs, experts in the subject, market retailers, artisans, raw
material suppliers and NGOs working in the area to get an overall perspective of the programs.
CGPL has organized 36 SHGs, which have been trained on value addition of traditional handicraft skills. These
groups have been linked with market in Ahmedabad through a designer-entrepreneur. This program is at a
merging stage and work to extend these efforts is ongoing.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Project Kanthi Area Livelihood Program (KALP)
Animal husbandry is the main occupation of our target community. The main vision of CGPL is to support and
give a boost to this traditional occupation with a view to generate better incomes and improve the quality of
life of the target community. Our focus lies in looking for ways and means to reduce costs and generate
increased revenues through improved productivity. The execution of this program is undertaken in a three-fold
approach of
Infrastructure development
Capacity building for community members
Strengthening livelihood options and institution building
A 'Gaushala' was constructed by CGPL to launch an integrated livestock and dairy development program.
Various measures have been initiated to sustain animal husbandry as a viable livelihood in the area. The daily
demand of fodder is sourced from various vendors and locations and supplied to the Gaushalas. A total of
14500 kgs of dry fodder are supplied daily (where the rate varies from Rs.6/- kg to Rs.8 /kg) and 29080 kgs of
green fodder are supplied daily (where the rate varies from 2.75/-kg to 3.00/- kg). Approximately 3500 cattle
are taken to the fodder supply arrangement centre every day. On the other hand milk collection centers which
also provide an alternate source of income to the cattle owners have been promoted by CGPL which operates
as a cooperative, since 2010-2011 in convergence with Sarhad.
Through the efforts of CGPL the Gaushalas have been registered as a Trust. The members of the Trust include
community members, and two representatives from the company. Bimonthly meetings of the Trustees is held
for regular discussions on current situations being faced by the 'Gaushalas' and also the extent of progress on
various sustainable models. These meetings also serve as a common platform for community members and
company interactions and has become a complete Public Private partnership model.
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Impact of the project
Improvement in livelihood options for community members.
Augmented incomes from animal husbandry.
Improvement in the abilities of the community members through training, institution building and financial
support.
Creation and improvement in the infrastructure available for animal husbandry.
Development of self- sustaining employment models and business models for the community members.
Availability of adequate and uninterrupted fodder supply.
Involvement of the local community to become partners in change.
Create a sustainable business model for animal husbandry enhancement.

First ever model created for grazing land
mitigation in the region. It has become a
replicable model for other business houses in
the region!
The project has been able to achieve the
following:

Increase in the income
level

Rs. 75,500 monthly
income dispersed

Employment creation
by the trust

14 people
employed

Green fodder
supplied per
day (KGs)

Dry fodder
supplied per
day (KGs)

Annual Fodder
supply (Green
and Dry-in KG)

MotaKandagaraGauseva
Charitable Trust (MKGCT)

25000

17600

511200

TundaVandhGauseva
Charitable Trust (TVGCT)

12000

20000

384000
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Total cattle owners benefited according to a survey conducted by CGPL in December 2012
Mota Kandagara Gauseva Charitale Trust 260

Tunda Vandh Gauseva Charitable Trust 155

Total cattle benefited
No. of Milch Cattle (Cows and Buffalos)
Tunda-Vandh

MotaKandagara

2007

734

1097

2013

1850

2300

Increase in numbers

1116

1203

Infrastructural development in the Gaushalas
Infrastructural development work has been undertaken in the 'Gaushalas' which facilitates and enhances the
cattle rearing process. CGPL has initiated this work along with contribution from villagers to enhance
ownership and partnership of the local community.
Area grading at Gaushala

These efforts include:
Drinking Water Line For cattle trough

Weighbridge

Construction of Overhead tank for cattle

Cattle shed

Construction of 2nd Cattle trough

Fodder storage yard

Construction of GSB road

Sitting platform

Camel Vaccination camp
Camel brings in livelihood to many people in the desert area of Kutch, whether as a travel medium, or for
tourism.
Every year, camel vaccination camp is organized by CGPL for local camel owners in coordination with District
Animal Husbandry Dept.

Total Camel Beneficiary
(Vaccination)

665

Camel Owners

13

Village

Vandh

FISHERMEN
Villages covered: Modhva, Tragadi and Tragadi Bunder.

Partners: Aga Khan Rural Support Program – India (AKRSP-I), Aakar Consultancy, FishMARC
, CGPL has started working in the villages that fall under 10km radius of the plant. It covers fishermen hamlets
and villages namely, Modhva, Tragadi and Tragadi Bunder. The fishermen community in these villages faces
issues in terms of earning prospects, quality of education, awareness and exposure etc. This is due to heavy
dependence on fishing as their main source of income.
CGPL with the help of a knowledge and implementation partner –Aga Khan Rural Development Support
Program - India (AKRSP-I) initiated work in Modhva in 2012. CGPL recently partnered with Aakar Consultancy
to take up initiatives in Tragadi Bunder. Moreover, CGPL has been in constant consultations with field experts
such as CMFRI and FishMARC.

Project – SagarBandhu
This program aims at creating livelihood avenues for the fisher folk, to equip them with knowledge and
technology. The program is aimed at ensuring holistic development by focusing on setting up self-reliant and
alternate livelihood options in the village. The project also focuses on establishing collaborations with the
Government and experts in the field so that the community can access the aid provided by the Government
and other players, with an aim to improve development conditions.

Exposure visits
These visits are aimed at
Increasing knowledge base of the fishermen community on the scientific trends of fishing.
Understanding the different markets and market prices.
Acquiring

basic information on fishing equipment, quality and pricing.

Meeting and understanding the functioning of various organizations that works in the fishery sector.
Understanding the nuances of the scientific methodology of fishing which can serve to be an alternate
source of income.

Above all, these exposure visits help the community to draw inspiration and share stories with other communities,
thus promoting ownership and leadership initiatives.
Visits were organized to Punjab National Bank, Fisheries Department of Gujarat, CMFRI in Verval, Coastal Salinity
Prevention Cell (CSPC) and AKRSP, Anandi Foundation, Agricultural University and dry fish department in Veraval,
among others.

Project Akshay Urja Deep
Villages covered: Modhva, Tragadi and Tragadi Bunder.

Solar lighting systems have been identified as an ideal lighting solution for boats, since at sea, off-shore grid
power is not reliable. Tata Power Solar System Limited (TPSSL) was contacted in order to test the viability of
installing solar lights in fishing boats.
It was proposed that the venture would be jointly funded by CGPL, the State Government and fishermen
community themselves, through the Village Development Advisory Committee (VDAC).
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TPSSL developed a tailor-made product for the fishermen. The Solar Lighting Systems (Venus-1, Module 12V
37Wp, 12V 40Ah@C10 battery, 2x 9W CFL Lamps) can be used in multiple small commercial applications. It is
a stand-alone system which requires little maintenance with only a battery top up once in eight months and
module cleaning. These solar lights will run for four hours daily for three days on a single day's solar charge
and thus can be perfectly used for night operations. A pilot project was conducted to gain insights on the
technical and financial viability of the project.
TPSSL provides technical support in installing the solar boat lights and also trains the local fishermen on its
usage. In case of any issues with the lights, the fishermen can approach the CR team and technical help is
provided to the fisher folk at their doorstep.

Impressions made through the project
100% increase in the total hours of productivity.
Increase in the daily fishing hours doubled from 7 to 14 hours per day.
Reduced dependency on money lenders and traders.
Savings of Rs. 1000 to Rs. 2000 per month per villager in the purchase of kerosene.
Reduction in risks and health problems.
Increase in livelihood among women and other community members.
Creation of environmental benefits due to replacement of kerosene lamps and electricity generation without
pollution.
Creation of awareness for the green energy concept and its usage.

Total villages
covered

3

Total solar
lights distributed

131

Village Development Advisory Committee (VDAC)
CGPL after having multiple discussions with the community leaders, elected representatives and the Gram
Panchayat, developed a Village Development Advisory Committee (VDAC) in 2011. All the programs
undertaken in the village are first consulted with the VDAC. Formation of VDACs, has helped not only CGPL,
but also many other social organizations to create a contact base in the village.
So far the initiatives undertaken are implemented through continuous dialogue with the Village Development
Committee (VDAC) members who are the representatives and one-point contacts for consultation with the
community.

Revolving Fund
Modhva village is a non-revenue village and hence does not have its own panchayat or sarpanch and falls
under the Gram Panchayat of Gundiyali that is 10kms away. Fishermen are heavily dependent on the traditional
way of fishing. Boat owners and Khalashi groups take loans from local fish suppliers at the beginning of the
season and are compelled to sell their fish catch of the entire season for lower prices to these local fish
suppliers. The Khalashi and Pagadiya groups are the most vulnerable to exploitation from money lenders and
local fish suppliers with no control over the selling price. With these facts identified by the CGPL team, a need
to create access to credit facilities among these groups arose. Since the VDAC is a co-operative, it was decided
that CGPL would provide a revolving fund of Rs.6 lac for fishermen to avail of credit facilities to purchase
fishing equipment and be freed from the bondage attached with local money lenders and fish suppliers. 22
Khalashi fishermen were selected as beneficiaries for the first roll out of loans. Each fisherman has been given
a maximum amount of Rs.30, 000 to take as a loan. A 1% monthly interest is charged to each beneficiary
according to the loan amount. In August 2013, studies proved that on an average of 15 days of fishing activity,
beneficiaries earned approximately Rs. 448 more than bondage fisherman. Loans have helped in providing
investment cash for fishermen, reducing dependence and exploitation. The fishermen has to sell two types of
fishes – Pomfret and Lobster to the VDACs based on the current market price and then the VDACs sells them
on a higher price in markets.
As on December, 2013, of Rs. 6 lac, the loan amount of Rs. 1.22 lac has been repaid by 22 khalashi to VDAC.
VDAC has made a profit of Rs. 25000 during the first three months of fish selling and purchasing activity.
VDAC has also distributed nets of two fish variety- Pomfret and Lobster.
Beneficiaries sell pomfret and lobster to the VDAC fish selling unit at Rs. 1150 per kg. VDAC sells the pomfret
in the market at Rs. 1175 per kg., taking Rs. 25 as a profit margin for running the fish selling unit. VDAC has
appointed two salaried personnel to handle this function.
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Impact created through Revolving fund:
1) Provision of credit facilities to fishermen - improving earning capabilities
2) Enabling collective community purchases of fishing equipments
3) Strengthening functioning and sustainability of the VDAC
4) Reduction of dependence on local money lenders and middlemen

Total fishermen impacted

22

Increase in the income (on an average in 15 days)

Rs.
448

ESTABLISHMENT of Fishermen Information Center (FIC)
Started in February 2014, FIC works as a common place to interact with the fishermen community and
understand their fishing season, market avenues, etc. With the help of partner Aakar Consultancy, CGPL started
this centre at Tragadi Bunder. FIC works as a catalyst between the local community, local organizations and
CGPL in exchanging knowledge such as details of Government schemes, daily cycle of the fishermen,
community needs, CGPL programs and interventions for fishermen. Monthly meetings with 30-40 men and
25-30 women are conducted at FIC to understand their perceptions on development at Tragadi Bunder.

Expert visits
Continuous visits of experts to the community are organized to understand various concepts of alternate
fishing, gauging of fishing conditions in order to develop programs and solutions for better scientific methods
of fishing.

CMFRI visit to Modhva
As a part of creating cage culture fish farming, six members with Dr. Mohammad Koya from CMFRI visited
Modhva to check sustainability of the site.
Experts from CMFRI, WASMO and Utthan visited the communities to provide insights into the introduction to
scientific fishing tactics in the community. The details of visits within the community are as follows:
Training on Shrimp pickle to SHGs
Training was given to 20 women on shrimp pickle which could also serve as an alternate source of income to
these women
Cultural program for the community
A cultural - 'Qawalli' program was organized at TragadiBunder and Tragadi. Famous qawwal group Soukat-EMustafa performed and presented the traditional Qawallis to motivate and sensitize the diverse fisher
community towards having stronger ties with each other.
This occasion was also used as a platform to inform the community about the opening of the Fisheries
Information Centre at Tragadi Bunder, and other arrangements made at the Bunder like information regarding
better fish catch, daily newspaper, information on knowledge of government schemes and CGPL's commitment
for the betterment of the community.

Other Assistance given includes
Fishing Net Distribution to 350 fishermen in Modhva
Fish sale Equipment Distributed to 317 Fisher
women in Modhva
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Micro-financing
This program aims to ensure sustainability of traditional livelihood of the fishermen through Institution Building
and extending micro finance through the Cooperative 'Kutch Fish Producer Company Limited, Bhadreshwar.
CGPL has partnered with FISHMarc and is extending support to the cooperative. Till date, 131 fishermen are
given Micro-Finance support through the cooperative. This cooperative is working as a Micro-Finance agency
as well.

Flour Mill
This Flour Mill is constructed at Modhva village under the Project Sagarbandhu Program. The management and
operation of the flour mill is done by the VDAC, Modhva. The services would be extended on chargeable basis,
so that this can be sustained. The land is provided by the panchayat, arrangement of the electricity and the
operator is provided by the VDAC. The income is deposited in the Bank a/c of VDAC. So far, the room is
constructed, machine is installed and electricity connection is in process.
This is an initiative towards creating a group enterprise managed by VDAC. This will help increase the revenue
of the VDAC, minimize the expenditure of the consumers and the income accrued will aid the corpus of the
VDAC which in turn they can use for developmental activities in the village.
Total households impacted - 197

Community Information Centre
Community Information Center works as a medium of interaction between the community and CGPL.
Through CIC, CGPL aims to include Project Affected People into the mainstream of CGPL's operations
The procurement department sends the requirement of personnel and contractors to the CIC coordinator.
The CIC coordinator then displays the opportunities at the CIC where candidates can submit their Expression
of Interest (EOI) and resumes.
These applications are sent back to the procurement department for perusal and choosing of candidates by
the HR department.
CIC is also used for Government scheme detailing and information dissemination in the community and
community members are assisted in availing of Government schemes.
4 Government schemes have been introduced to the SHGs through the CIC this year.

INFRASTRUCTURE

7

Project Surya Prakash

Villages covered: NaniKhakhar, Modhva, Tragadi and Gundiyali.

During community consultations a community need was expressed to CGPL to improve outdoor lighting in the
vicinity. The entire process of functioning and benefits attached to the installation of solar street lights was
discussed with the community members of the village.
Village planning exercises were carried out by carried out by our development arm - Tata Power Community
Development Trust (TPCDT) to finalize the areas and spots of installation of the street lights and finally with the
help of the Panchayat, a pilot implementation of the street lights was undertaken in the villages.
These Solar Street Lights installed by CGPL (7W LED Luminary and 40Wp Panel, 12 V 40 Ah@ C10 battery, 4
mt. pole) are designed in such a way by Tata Power Solar Limited that the operational costs are minimized.
Owing to the benefits of the installed solar lights and the positive response of the people, CGPL development
arm TPCDT increased the installation numbers of the solar based street lights in each village. This process of
setting up solar street lights is still ongoing in catchment areas of CGPL operations.

Total solar street
lights installed

59

Total villages
benefited

4

Total households 1200
benefited

The solar lighting project – Project Surya Prakash has been a public demonstration of CGPL's commitment to a
"green" orientation, allowing the project to convey an environmentally conscious message throughout the
villages and beyond.
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Installation of the Solar street lights had the following impact
Reduction in the risks of night time accidents.
Assistance in building better infrastructure facilities.
Improved security of the village communities after dark.
Extension of the working hours in a day in rural areas.
Solar street lights have lower operational costs because they produce 100 percent of their own electricity
thus eliminating all electric bills, which is most suited for rural areas.
Enhancement of the appearance of the lit-up area after dark.

Project Annapurna
Villages covered: Tragadi, Vandh, MotaBhadiya,Bidada, Nana Bhadiya, MotaBhadiya, NaniKhakhar, MotiKhakhar.

The aim of the project was to promote the use of Biogas under CGPL's Green village Concept with optimum
use of cow dung which is abundantly available across the region. For this project, CGPL partnered with Gujarat
Agro Industries Corporation (GAIC) and the project was implemented by ANNARDE foundation.
Biogas is much cheaper than conventional energy sources. The used cow dung is further reused as fertilizer
which is also beneficial for farmers. The Biogas unit is easily maintained and managed. The total cost of each
plant isRs. 26000, out of which, Rs. 18000 was invested by CGPL and Rs. 8200 was invested by the community.
After liasoning with GAIC and ANNARDE, 10 Pilot Biogas units were installed. Rs. 1500/- was given to each
beneficiary of the Biogas plant as a motivational amount.
The pilot installation of Bio gas was very encouraging and the activity of giving the motivational amount was
duly appreciated. This has led to the replication of the activity and increased the acceptability of the project
among the community.

Total installation done

10

Total villages covered

5

Biogas plants had the following impact
One biogas plant can assist a family of 4 people for cooking.
The process of generation of the fuel is environmental friendly.
Process is easy to manage and handle.
Raw material is easily available.
Waste of the plant reused as fertilizer and fodder for the cattle.
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Project Nirman

Village development is an important part of CGPL's Community Relations. Creating avenues for village
infrastructural development to support village growth has remained a prime focus. Many initiatives are
undertaken in the villages with the consultation of the village Gram Panchayat, school authorities, and village
representative members like VDACs (Village Development Advisory Committees). All these infrastructural
initiatives that are undertaken are meant to provide a solution to village requirements such as water, sanitation,
transportation etc.
For the infrastructural work undertaken, CGPL passes tenders in the local community and local traders apply
for all to undertake the work. This is a way of involving Project Affected People into the mainstream of CGPL
work.
At the beginning of any infrastructural project scope of work, expected benefits to the community, community
ownership and participation in the work is discussed with the management and community members. The
infrastructural work is done through community participation in terms of providing the manpower to work,
contribution of a small percentage in the total cost of the project, creation of committees to look after the
progress in work and challenges and overlooking maintenance.

Village infrastructural development
Community benches

Gundiyali

Crematorium wall

MotaKandagara

Community Hall

Nana Bhadiya

Road to Modhva

Modhva

Entrance gate

Modhva

Livelihood related
infrastructural development
VDAC Office

Modhva

Training Centre

Modhva

Gaushala infrastructure

Tunda

Due to poor transportation and poor quality of the road approaching to Modhva village the road was
reconstructed. This has helped reduced the travel time especially for the fishermen that sell fishes in the
nearby villages.
Entrance Gate work at Modhva has been initiated as per the request from the community and Village
Development Advisory Committee members. At Kutch, entrance gates are considered as the identity of the
village and hence the community.

Infrastructure addressing local requirements
Sewage Line

MotaKandagara

Water tank at TragadiBunder

Tragadi Bunder

Community drinking water platform

Tragadi Bunder

Approach road

Tragadi Bunder and Modhva

Pipe Culvert

Tragadi Bunder

Shore Protection work

Tragadi Bunder

Project Varsha
The Mundra region suffers from deforestation, loss of soil fertility, water scarcity and high salinity.
Under Project Varsha, rain water harvesting, pond deepening and well recharge work is undertaken in the
villages to ensure regular water availability. Rain water harvesting and pond deepening assists the farmers
throughout the year for water to be used in agricultural and household purposes.
Extensive work has been done relating to watershed management with community participation. Ground
water recharge has helped in raising the water table and environmental sustainability in the area.
Investments in well recharges have succeeded in improving yields - leading to income generation and
improved economic standards.
Total villages covered – 2
Names: MotaKandagara and MotaBhadiya

Roof Rain Water Harvesting System (RRWHS)
Target Village: Modhva

Ground water wells are the main source of water for villages in the coastal regions. However, owing to the
proximity to the coast, the wells are often shallow having saline water. Hence, it is common for the source of
potable water to be significant distances away from the villages.
Taking these facts into consideration, CGPL has created 10 RRWHS plants with the consent of the community
members.
10% of the fund will be collected from the beneficiaries of the RRWHS unit, with the average cost of one unit
of RRWHS being Rs. 30,000 to 35,000/-.

Total installation done

20

The execution was divided into five stages of
Beneficiary Selection Phase
RRWHS Design Selection Phase, - based on details of annual rainfall and dimensions of house roofs.
Procurement Phase
Construction Phase and
Unit Hand-Over to Beneficiary
Infrastructure Created: storage tank capacity of 11,000 litres along with a plastic hand pump using PVC
material for water harvesting accessories

Impact
The impact of RRWHS on the water recharge is limited geographically to that village. However, collectively ,
such implementations across many village in a broad geographical area plays a significant role in raising the
ground water levels thus improving the availability of water supply
Increased availability of hygienic drinking water
Energy and time saving water infrastructural facility

Installation of Water storage tank
With regards to water, CGPL has constructed two stand posts and installed two water tanks which are refilled
at a weekly basis. 15000 litres of water is supplied to the community at regular basis which prevents long
hours spent by women for fetching water and water borne diseases spread in the community.

Wind Mill
Wind mill has been installed to fetch water from the groundlevel wells. This has proved to be a great scientific
initiative. It has led in decrease in drudgery among women; who would otherwise travel a lot for fetching
water.
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sustainable and inclusive growth
Meetings with the Stakeholders
Daily, monthly and quarterly meeting are conducted by CGPL CR team with various stakeholders. The aim of
the meetings is to effectively manage programs, ensure proper implementation and create a sustainable model
for all the programs that are under the wing of CR department.
All the meetings conducted are documented and program processes are kept transparent among all
stakeholders that are involved in implementation and use.

NGO meetings
Monthly meetings are conducted with the partner NGOs, specific area expert NGOs and local NGOs to gauge
the impact of the program, build case studies and record stakeholder community voices.
Monthly review meetings are also conducted with implementation partners to check whether the programs
are aligned with the requirements discussed in MoUs, to check if the programs are successfully completed in
the prescribed timeline, to discuss the challenges faced in implementation and the support required by
Community Relations department. Meetings also focus on budget allocation based on the program
requirements and discusses changes that are required based on community response to the programs.

Community Stakeholders
Review meeting are conducted with the community members and representatives such as Village
Development Advisory Committees, women Self Help Groups, Sarpanch, community opinion leaders etc.
These meetings are conducted monthly with the village representatives and quarterly with the opinion
leaders.
The stakeholder meetings are conducted to develop village development plans, plan future programs, get
feedback from the community on programs introduced, address emergent needs of the community and
monitor effective implementation of the programs.
The community monthly meetings help in creating ownership among the community members, focuses on
inclusive growth and helps make programs and initiatives more sustainable and long term.
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Gaushala Trust meetings
Gaushala in itself is a self- sustainable model. Monthly meetings are conducted with the trust members to
discuss and plan Gaushala activities. The agenda of the meetings are
Improve Gaushala management
Control mechanisms for fodder distribution
To generate resources for donations and support to the gaushala
Implementation of projects
Review current needs, challenges and future plans to execute
All the meetings are conducted in presence of all the trustees and minutes of meetings are noted which are
reviewed and signed by all the trust members.

Government meetings
CGPL believes that development is participatory and sustainable only if the three main stakeholders –
community, Government and companies form long lasting partnerships.
To create more effective programs, reach out to a wider population and spread awareness in the community,
CR partners with Government agencies. This also helps to avoid replication and duplication of programs in
their area of operations.
Government agencies include block health departments, Sakhi Mandals – or SHGs, School education
committees, Government expert companies such as CMFRI etc. These partners are regularly met to brief,
consult and take suggestions to strengthen CR programs.

Internal Meetings
Internal monthly meetings are conducted with the field staff and top management to gauge the progress
made in the programs, the effectiveness of the programs, discuss challenges and support required to the staff
to implement CR activities.
Daily meetings are conducted by the CR team to chalk out daily plans for the field staff based on the
monthly targets and are reviewed by the staff and the management together at the end of the month.
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PARTNERS
CGPL believes in forging strong
partnerships and working in
association with Government
bodies and voluntary agencies. This
symbiotic relationship is a win- win
situation for all entities involved.
Not only does CGPL benefit from
the expertise of the partner, but
the partner agency also gets
support from CGPL in fulfilling its
development mission. In this
process, the targeted community
benefits the most.

9

CGPL has classified its partners in
the following categories:
Community
Partners

Research and
Study partners

Training
partners

Funding
partners
Documentation
partners

Implementing
partners

CGPL treats the community as one of its key partners. No program or activity
is undertaken without prior consultation with the community. For every
Community as a key partner
program undertaken community level institutions are made such as Water
Committee, Education committee, co-operatives etc. The community is
involved in all the stages
of planning, implementation and review. The members of the community also
actively participate in the day to day management of the project. CGPL has focused on building local
community institutions to increase ownership and participation of the community and strengthen community
relations through partnerships and community collaborations.

Community Institutions
Gauseva Charitable Trusts
Year of partnership – Since 2008-2009
Shree Tunda Vandh Gauseva Charitable Trust and Shree Mota Kandagara Gauseva Charitable Trust are CGPL
initiative undertaken to facilitate a holistic approach to strengthen livelihood options and institution building
related to animal husbandry. It also caters to capacity building for community members and overall
infrastructure development.

VDAC
Year of partnership – since 2011
Active community participation is the key to build an empowered community. Strong institutions enable
community participation which is critical to community development. An important initiative, the Village
Development Advisory Committee (VDAC) was formed to ensure community participation by building and
strengthening democratic and people centric institutions. Cooperation from the village Gram Panchayat led to
the formation of the Village Development Advisory Committee (VDAC), which is the first contact point for the
Company for all developmental work to be carried out in the respective villages. CGPL played a key role in
facilitating the process of committee member applications and forming the VDAC which now comprises of 15
members, one from each cluster in the village. VDAC has now taken the shape of a formal body and is
registered as a co-operative last year so that it may further broaden its scope of work. VDAC works as a
parallel committee to the Panchayat which mainly looks after the planning and execution of development work
in the village. In addition to assessing the needs of the village, VDAC coordinates with different development
agencies to create self sustaining models and social development activities.
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Research and Study Partners
MART
Year of partnership: 2013-2014
MART works within Asian countries. It has emerged as a leading knowledge based consulting firm on
Sustainable Rural Development. It collaborates with businesses, Governments and donor agencies to help
design appropriate models - linked to the available conditions of the targeted communities and develop
strategies for effective functioning of these models.
MART's association with CGPL started in November, 2013 with a study on the value chain of handicrafts
produced by the local communities in Mundra, Kutch. The study helps to understand the local possibilities for
handicraft market development and conditions required to make it sustainable.

Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute (CMFRI)
Year of Partnership: 2012-2013
CMFRI is a leading marine fisheries institute established under the ministry of Government of Agriculture. It
works in creating better infrastructure for fisheries and assists in developing the fishing sector in India. It
conducts research, undertakes and introduces scientific measures in the fishery sector.
CMFRI assists CGPL in its efforts towards introducing better and scientific measures for fishing for the
fishermen community at Mundra and Mandvi. It works as a knowledge partner for project – Sagarbandhu.

Taleem Research Foundation
Year of partnership: 2013-2014
Taleem Research Foundation undertakes research on various social issues and provides appropriate solutions
with the assistance of an expert team.
CGPL partnered with Taleem Foundation to conduct surveys and research to understand and assess the
currently available health programs and make recommendations about the need and demand related to health
programme interventions in surrounding villages of CGPL in Mundra. The survey results set a bench mark for
impact assessment of the health programs implemented by CGPL over a period of time.

TATA Institute of Social Sciences (TISS)
Year of partnership: Since 2009
TISS is a renowned institute that conducts needs based research for CSR programs with a team of experts.
It helps CGPL to undertake research on the community perception of the various stakeholders that it deals
with. It evaluates the company's strategy with each of these stakeholders, top management and partners.

Mahatma Gandhi Labor Institute (MGLI)
Year of partnership: Since 2012
CGPL partners with MGLI for conducting social audits of its CR programs. Social Audits help CGPL understand
and evaluate programs based on the community perception and impact created by them.

K-link
Provides mainstream technology support in social interventions. It has assisted CGPL CR in socio-economic
mapping of villages around CGPL for making the Decision Support System based on Geographical Information
System (GIS) mapping. They have also helped to develop the website for the KALP program.
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Geosoft System
Year of partnership: Since 2013-2014
CGPL partnered with Geosoft for preparation of GIS based decision system for planning and implementing
community development programs for Community Relations. The mapping provides scientific and accurate
information. The mapping has been carried out in 18 villages in Mundra and Mandvi.

Implementation Partners
Aga Khan Rural Support Program- India (AKRSP-I)
Year of partnership: 2012-2013
AKRSP (I) is a non-denominational, non-government development organization. It works as a catalyst for the
betterment of rural communities by providing direct support to the local communities through promotion of
various activities and development models for sustainable natural resource use and improved, optimum
utilization of the human resources available.
CGPL partnered with AKRSP-I for implementing its program for fishermen - Project Sagarbandhu. It has helped
in building self-reliant local institutions in villages of Modhava and Tragadi along with implementing proposed
project activities for livelihood enhancement of fishermen in the targeted villages. It has also conducted value
chain analysis and PRAs in the fishermen community to get better information of the current socio economic
profiles of people, fishing levels in the community, market trends etc.

TATA Projects Limited
Year of partnership: Since 2012
CGPL partnered with Geosoft for preparation of GIS based decision system for planning and implementing
community development programs for Community Relations. The mapping provides scientific and accurate
information. The mapping has been carried out in 18 villages in Mundra and Mandvi.

TATA Power Solar System Limited (TPSSL)
Year of partnership: Since 2012
TATA power is equipped with avenues to provide better and sustainable sources of infrastructure that CGPL
believes in using in the community. CGPL CR partnered with TPSSL for the implementation of its project
Akshay Urja Deep and project Surya Prakash by installing solar street lights in the villages and equipping
fishermen with solar boat lights.

TATA Power Community Development Trust (TPCDT)
Year of partnership: Since 2011
CGPL CR partnered with TPCDT for implementation of theme based activities in the village. TPCDT is primarily
working on two themes: energy and safe drinking water. TPCDT assists CGPL in effective implementation of
the projects.

Aakar Consultancy
Year of partnership: 2013-2014
Aakar is a training and consultancy organization established under the Trust and Societies Act. It works to
develop leadership skills and relationships with a view to bringing about transformations in Corporates, NGOs,
social organizations and government institutions. It works towards building a society built on values, ethics and
conscience.
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In 2013-2014, CGPL has signed the partnership with Aakar for implementation of the Tragadi Bunder
Development Program which was mainly based on the concept of Behavior Change Communication, setting up
of institutions and help groups for the transient fishermen community based at Tragadi Bunder. Aakar assisted
in a supporting role for the continuation of education of the children, organization of the health camps,
establishment of a fishing information centre and various measures for capability building of the fishermen.
This was done with a view to modify and improve the present fishing practices leading to an enhancement of
the value chain in the fishing business.

Hole in the Wall (HiWell)
Year of partnership: 2010
The program works towards facilitating innovative ways of learning through unconditional access to computers.
This in turn makes available a creative and interactive self-learning environment which enables students to
learn through activities and experiments.
Partnering with HiWell, through Project Sujaan, CGPL aimed at providing access to computers and technology
based learning for schools in rural Kutch. The program aimed at increasing the enrollment of children
especially girls in primary schools, reduction of dropouts through renewed interest among students and
augmenting teachers' skill sets by focusing on improving teaching - learning tools and methodology.

Pratham
Year of partnership: 2012-2013
Pratham is a non-profit voluntary organization with a technical knowhow and proven expertise in the field of
education sector.
CGPL partnered with Pratham to implement the flagship education program titled 'ShikshaSaarthi' in 81
schools of 50 villages. Pratham's primary task was to provide quality education in the allotted schools through
implementation of various activity-based learning programs. It assisted the CR team in its efforts to improve
the educational framework in the schools and create an interactive learning environment with the help of
school and community participation.

Learning Delight (LD)
Year of partnership: 2013-2014
Learning Delight (LD) was conceptualized to offer a solution to make ICT more relevant and user- friendly for
teachers in rural areas. It builds on the Government's efforts of supporting and promoting the use of ICT in
Indian schools.It aids practical knowledge and awareness enabling children to apply academic knowledge with
its inbuilt features and activities.
CGPL has partnered with LD as a part of its technology related investments under Project Sujaan. It assists
teachers in clarifying concepts, making them simple and easy to understand and ensuring that students can
identify with the concepts through the use of activity based learning. The main aim is to integrate technology
in the curriculum and classrooms.

BhojaySarvoday Trust (BST)
Year of partnership: 2013-2014
Bhojay Sarvodaya Trust (BST) is a charitable trust running health related camps in Kutch. It aims at creating a
better and healthy community. It runs OPD clinics, dental clinics, and an eye hospital and arranges regular
medical camps in other faculties like gynecology, general surgery, E.N.T., plastic surgery, epilepsy etc.
It assists CGPL CR in implementing its health project – Arogya, through which it reaches out to communities in
more than 18 villages and provides free health services to them at their doorstep thorugh health camps.
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FISHMarc
Year of partnership: 2012-2013
It is a non-governmental organization with sectoral expertise in cooperative institution building in Fisheries.
FishMARC assists CR in implementing microfinance programs and livelihood development programs for the
fisher folk community to strengthen and expand co-operatization of the traditional marine based occupations
of Kutch.

Ala Grand Academy
Year of partnership: 2013-2014
It provides training programs for English speaking, personality development and industrial behavioral programs
in Kutch. CR has collaborated with this agency to develop language skills in schools.

Kala Raksha

Supporting Partners

Year of partnership: Since 2009
Kala Raksha Trust is a grass root enterprise dedicated to the preservation of traditional arts. Through its
programs in Kutch, the organization encourages creative abilities and skill development of artisans and works
on creating market linkages for the traditional arts.
This organization assists CGPL in developing avenues for showcasing skills and marketing of the products for
women artisans in Kutch. CGPL also assists the organization to support the artisans financially.

Documentation partners

4th Wheel
Year of partnership: Since 2011

4th Wheel undertakes research, advocacy and consulting related to Corporate Social Responsibility. It has been
active in conducting research and documentation for various CSR programs nationwide.
The organizations works closely with CGPL in developing M&E frameworks for programs as well as
documentation of programs related to their successes and processes.

Gujarat Livelihood Promotion Company (GLPC)

Government Partnerships

Year of partnership: Since 2010
GLPC is the executive arm of Mission Mangalam, the implementation agency for National Rural Livelihood
Mission (NRLM). GLPC works through strategic partnership between large industries and Sakhi Mandals / Self
Help Groups / Producer Groups / Service Groups / Collectives of the poor, through decentralized Micro
Enterprise Ventures. It helps in promoting and supporting the Self Help Groups (SHG) program of CGPL CR.

Water and Sanitation Management Organization (WASMO)
Year of partnership: Since 2009
WASMO is a facilitating organization working towards drinking water security and habitat improvement. This is
done by empowering communities to manage their local water sources and village drinking water supply
system and services. WASMO serves as a partner in water conservation management and awareness initiatives
of CR. Project Jalmani has been initiated in collaboration with WASMO.
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PUBLICATIONS

10

Studies Conducted
CGPL initiates various studies every year to strengthen the CR programs that have been undertaken and reach
out to a wider population.

1. Geographical Information System (GIS) mapping
A geographic information system (GIS) is designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present
all types of geographical data. A GIS mapping was conducted by Geo Soft and Klink – Bhuj, in 18 villages in
Mundra and Mandvi.
The study will allow CR team to strategize programs based on scientific and structured information.

2. Benchmarking Report
A benchmarking report is a comparative report on an organization's policies, products, programs, strategies
etc. based on standard measurements or similar measurements of its peers. A comparative study of TATA
chemicals CR initiatives and CGPL CR initiatives was undertaken. Tata Chemicals Ltd. was chosen as the “Best
Practices Organization” since it has established itself as a force to reckon with in the field of community
development.
The study will help CGPL CR to set higher goals for its current CR programs and replicate or reinvent strategies
that can help develop the community better.

3. Social Audit by Matama Gandhi Labor Institute (MGLI)
Every year a social audit is undertaken to gauge the following:
The company's strategy with multiple stakeholders
Various communication channels
Management approach and partners
Impact of various initiatives in the community
To prepare community satisfaction Index.
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4. Perception Audit by Tata Institute of Social Science (TISS)
A Perception Audit was undertaken to evaluate stakeholder perception of CGPL's brand value, CR activities, its
environmentally sensitive initiatives and mitigation measures to enrich local biodiversity. The study evaluated
the legacy, brand perception, approach with various stakeholders, its policies and perceived benefits from its
presence.
The study will serve as reference point for community engagement and stakeholder partnerships for CGPL
programs. It will probe awareness and communication of brand value that has long-term impact (internal
prioritizing of the future); serve as a measure of conversation and dialogues and the positive, negative and
neutral impact perceptions of stakeholders will be measured.

5. Value Chain Analysis by MART for Self Help Groups
A value chain analysis has been conducted for women engaged in handicrafts in Kutch. This study will serve in
formulating programs which will help create alternate livelihoods through handicrafts, create a recognition
platform for women artisans, provide them with exposure and cement their potential further to keep the art
sustainable.

6. Assessing Health needs of the community by Taleem
A health study has been undertaken in villages to understand the current status of health among community
especially among women and children. The reasons behind the prevalent health issues and suggestions from
experts.
This will help CGPL CR to strengthen its programs and align health related interventions in eradication of
prevalent health problems from the community.

7. Fishermen Development Initiatives by Aakar
Baseline studies are undertaken by AAKAR to understand the current economical and social level of the
fishermen for devising future assistance programs.

Reports

Monitoring, evaluation and dissemination of information is an integral part for CGPL's CR.
Monthly reports, Program Development Reports are sent to all stakeholders.
Monthly reports aim at providing a way to assess the crucial link between implementers and beneficiaries on
the ground and the CR team.
It also helps knowledge management and development of institutional memory. The reports elaborate on
interventions undertaken and the impact achieved every month by the CR Department at CGPL.
Along with status reports, CGPL also prepares white papers on projects, that helps provide other stakeholders
information on program details

Community communication collaterals
‘Asanjo Gam'
A quarterly newspaper for community members in surrounding villages. The publication adds to the
knowledge and awareness of the community members in villages, helps in advocacy of development issues
and providing solutions at a local level, encourages stakeholder engagement through print media - thereby
ensuring CGPL's relationship building with the community through information dissemination.
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Among others, some aspects of this quarterly village newsletter include
Recent news and events at a village level, propagation of Government schemes
Sharing details on livelihood and employment options for youth
Recognition of community members at events/ awards/ art, culture, craft
Conducting stakeholder opinion polls to continue the focus on stakeholder engagement.

Turning the Tide
A book based on CGPL's key stakeholders- fishermen. It aims at providing an overall view of the fishing
community in Gujarat and Kutch. The publication showcases the development efforts made by CGPL for the
community through partnerships, community participation and institution building.

‘Siksha Saarthi Express'
A quarterly newsletter has been introduced by education partner Pratham called 'Siksha Saarthi Express'. The
newsletter is aimed at providing a success update on educational programs across schools that CGPL serves. It
has also become a medium for children, teachers and educational partners to communicate art, creativity and
ideas on education to all parents and stakeholders such as education departments, school authorities etc.

IN THE MEDIA
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volunteering

12

Employee's Engagement in Corporate sustainability

Participation of CGPL employees' in
Community general health camps
School health camps
Village cleanliness drive
Provide educational material support to schools
Organize different CR programs
Active support during volunteering week - event celebration, Greenolution, Urja day celebration

FY 2013-14

Total programs

Tata engage volunteering week

24

Total programs

Total volunteers

10

247

Total volunteers

Total hours

106

846

Total hours

422

EXPENDITURES

13

Education
Health

Social
Capital &
Infrastructure

Livelihood
Inclusive Growth

Livelihood

Rs. 5,65,21,156

Health

Inclusive Growth

Rs. 2,33,23,756

Rs. 71,76,224

Social Capital &
Infrastructure

Education

Rs. 39,25,019

TOTAL ALLOTTED BUDGET
FOR FY 2013-14

Rs. 9,70,33,836

Rs. 60,87,681
61

14

Reflections and future plans
CGPL shall continue to work towards strengthening stakeholder engagement and community relations. Our
planned efforts for 2014-15 will maintain our privilege of being a “neighbor of choice” in surrounding
communities.
We wish to focus on strategic partnerships and investments in the coming year to build on our successes of
the last seven years. We shall look at programs which are capable of creating a macro level positive difference
in households of this district. The main aim of this financial year shall be to scale up projects which have had a
distinct impact in communities. These projects include drinking water, animal husbandry (KALP/Gaushala),
fishermen initiatives, skill building, women empowerment and sanitation.
The intent to create self sustaining local organizations and sustainable projects shall be pursued by our team
with zest and enthusiasm. Plans of this year are based on gauging program effectiveness and making additions
to program implementation accordingly, so as to ensure maximum community ownership and impact.
CGPL’s CR department will work on reinforcing their monitoring and evaluation mechanisms to track progress,
enhance program reach and improve implementation effectiveness. An organized and inclusive volunteering
platform shall also be a focus area for the coming year. We shall link our employees to various social
organizations and causes through the volunteering portal, creating an involved and socially sensitive workforce.
We are a devoted team with focused social development plans in the pipeline, strong support from our
management and a local community which believes in us. We are certain that the year 2014-15 shall be a year
of many endeavors, challenges, successes, experience and learning.
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